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THE PUBLIC HEALTH APPROACH TO HUMAN TRAFFICKING PREVENTION

Jordan Greenbaum, MD*

I. Overview of Human Trafficking

The practice of human trafficking is not new, but general public awareness of this phenomenon is relatively recent. The passage of the Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection Act in 2000, in part, fueled this increase in attention and public concern.\(^1\) This act defined human trafficking to involve three core components: an action, a means, and a purpose.\(^2\) Specifically, a person may be considered a victim of human trafficking if they are recruited, harbored, transported, provided, obtained, or, in the case of commercial sex, patronized or solicited (actions); using force, fraud, or coercion (means); for the purpose of a commercial sex act or forced labor.\(^3\) A “commercial sex act” refers to any sex act for which there is an exchange of anything of value given to or received by any person.\(^4\) A few caveats are important to consider. First, in cases of commercial sexual exploitation (CSE) of a minor (less than eighteen years), the “means” are considered irrelevant; one does not need to prove any force, fraud, or coercion since a minor is deemed legally unable to consent to sexual exploitation.\(^5\) Therefore, a seventeen-year-old homeless youth who
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exchanges sex acts for money, food, shelter, or other items would be considered “sex trafficked” even if they felt they had made their own decision to engage in transactional sex and were not “managed” by a third party. Secondly, transportation of a victim is not necessary to show labor or sex trafficking. And finally, previous consent to exploitation of an adult becomes irrelevant when any of the above means are introduced. For example, a woman voluntarily engaging in commercial sex for a living becomes a trafficked person when her intimate partner forces her to continue working when she wants to stop.

Human trafficking may involve adults and children and may occur within one’s own country (domestic trafficking) or in another (international trafficking). Accurate estimates of the prevalence of trafficking are difficult to determine due to the criminal nature of the activity, underreporting and under recognition of exploited persons, lack of a central database tracking identified cases, and variations in the way key terms are defined and interpreted. The International Labour Organization estimated that 24.9 million people were victims of forced labor in 2016 (including forced labor in the private economy, state-imposed forced labor, and forced sexual exploitation of both adult and child CSE). Of this group, 18% were children (4.5 million). Of the 15.4 million living in a forced marriage, an estimated 37% (5.7 million) were children. Finally, approximately 1 million children were victims of CSE in 2016 (excluding forced marriage).

Typically, trafficked persons experience one or more conditions that render them vulnerable to exploitation. Using the socioecological model, these vulnerability factors may be found at the level of the
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individual, within interpersonal relationships, and at the level of the community or of society at large. Individual vulnerability factors include (but are not limited to) the following: running away from home or being homeless; a prior history of sexual violence or other abuse; involvement with child protective services, the juvenile justice system, or both; unaccompanied immigration status; substance misuse; social marginalization; and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, questioning, or other status (LGBTQ+).

At the interpersonal level, vulnerability stems from experiencing familial violence; abandonment by, or loss of a partner or caregiver; familial poverty and unemployment; and peer or familial involvement in exploitative circumstances (commercial sex, labor exploitation, and trafficking). At the community level, the risk of trafficking is increased among residents of villages and towns experiencing mass migration due to drought or unemployment; among those living in areas where there are high levels of violence, a general tolerance of exploitation, or where corruption is prominent; and among those experiencing natural disasters. Finally, vulnerability factors at the societal level include cultural beliefs and attitudes such as

homophobia, transphobia, gender bias and discrimination, limited acknowledgment of children’s rights, and other cultural norms that marginalize groups and foster inequality. Societies where there are few or no laws criminalizing trafficking, or poor implementation of these laws, are also at risk.

Labor and sexual exploitation are associated with a plethora of adverse health and mental health conditions. Trafficked persons are at risk for trauma, work-related injuries, chronic pain, malnutrition, dehydration, sexually transmitted and nonsexually transmitted infections, HIV/AIDS, substance abuse disorders, unwanted pregnancies with associated complications, post-traumatic stress disorder, major depression with suicidality, and anxiety disorders.

II. The Public Health Approach to Human Trafficking

Besides its profound impact on the health of individuals, human trafficking impacts the health and well-being of families and communities. Serious injury to one person may lead to unemployment, hunger, and deprivation within the family. Chronic severe stress during trafficking may lead to self-medication in the form

of alcohol or drugs that may have negative impacts on a fetus. Community ostracism related to stigma may alienate entire families, causing severe emotional distress and even forcing migration. Sexually transmitted infections may spread within populations, as can tuberculosis and other infectious diseases.

This widespread impact of human trafficking on the health and well-being of populations calls for a public health approach to prevention. Such an approach involves organized, multidisciplinary strategies that aim to impact entire populations. It entails efforts to (1) define a given problem through systematic surveillance, (2) determine underlying vulnerability and protective factors through rigorous scientific research, (3) design, implement, evaluate, and revise prevention strategies, and (4) work to scale-up successful programs and ensure widespread implementation.

A. Systematic Surveillance

As indicated above, reliable and accurate prevalence statistics for human trafficking are difficult to obtain at national and global levels. Fundamental to this challenge is the variation in definition and interpretation of key terms such as “human trafficking” and “exploitation.” Efforts have been made to build consensus on some of these terms, but significant variations in national laws defining human trafficking persist. The United Nations’s Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons serves as the foundation
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of most national laws regarding human trafficking, but the wording of the protocol’s definition of “severe forms of human trafficking” can be interpreted in various ways, leading to laws that may include or exclude certain activities (e.g., transactional sex in exchange for items of survival, sometimes practiced by children living on the streets).

The quality of data collection relies on the capacity of organizations and government agencies to identify and track exploited persons and this, in turn, depends on infrastructure and reporting mechanisms, data collection systems, priorities placed by those collecting data, and the ability of those collecting data to identify exploited persons. Increasingly sophisticated statistical methods are being employed to measure prevalence, and these methods, coupled with multidisciplinary collaboration and data-sharing from multiple sources, will lead to improved estimates of the prevalence of human trafficking, along with epidemiologic data on flow patterns and trends.

B. Research on Risk and Resilience

A basic tenet of the public health approach is the importance of a strong evidence base, built from high-quality, rigorous, peer-reviewed scientific research. This involves a blend of qualitative and quantitative studies that clearly document findings, present thoughtful and accurate interpretations of the results, and acknowledge study limitations. Although most research on human trafficking does not lend itself to randomized controlled clinical trials with very large study populations, a great deal of information may be obtained from well-designed cross-sectional, cohort, or case-control studies. There has been a recent surge in peer-reviewed published research on human trafficking, especially from the U.S. and U.K. Thus, though the evidence base remains relatively limited, it is growing quickly. The
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American Public Health Association has issued a statement calling for research on trafficking, and a comprehensive agenda has been proposed, to include study of the prevalence and incidence of trafficking, the cost burden of exploitation, risk and protective factors for victimization and perpetration, the effectiveness of screening and intervention protocols, and the evaluation of prevention strategies.

C. Design, Implementation, and Evaluation of Programs

Using a public health approach, key stakeholders from a variety of interested groups may collaborate to design innovative prevention strategies that seek to prevent trafficking from occurring (primary prevention), screen and identify trafficking in its earliest stages (secondary prevention), and decrease the impact of trafficking on long-term health and well-being (tertiary prevention). Such programs may target vulnerability or protective factors at the individual, interpersonal, community, or societal levels. They may be developed and implemented by survivors of exploitation, professionals serving trafficked persons and those at risk, corporate management teams, business or professional organizations, nonprofit organizations, or by governments at the local, state, or national levels.

As an example, health care professionals may incorporate prevention strategies into their primary care work, educating patients and parents of patients about human trafficking, including its risk factors and adverse health impacts. They may provide resources to address patient and family vulnerability factors (e.g., LGBTQ+ support programs, services for victims of intimate partner violence,}
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They may speak about human trafficking at professional conferences, educating colleagues about the issues and enabling expansion of prevention efforts. And medical societies may publish clinical guidelines and policy statements guiding member physicians and advocating for national legislation to increase victim support.

A prevention program targeting girls at risk for CSE in Boston has demonstrated success in changing attitudes and behaviors, as well as increasing knowledge of participants regarding sex trafficking. The My Life My Choice program provides ten group sessions to high-risk female adolescents, led by trained professionals and survivor–mentors. The curriculum addresses knowledge and attitudes about the commercial sex industry and about CSE. It helps adolescents develop media literacy skills and build self-respect and self-esteem. A recent evaluation of the program demonstrated a significant decrease in sexually explicit behavior (e.g., stripping, posing for nude photos or videos, etc.) reported by participants at six-month follow-ups relative to survey results obtained at the start of the study (baseline 21%; follow-up 8%, p<0.0001). There were also significant positive changes in knowledge and attitudes (baseline 2.12; follow-up 1.99, p<0.01, with lower scores indicating positive
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Finally, more participants provided help or information about CSE to peers, with 56% reporting this behavior at baseline and 79% at follow-up (p<0.0001). These changes persisted when controlling for multiple potential confounders.

Other prevention programs focus on potential traffickers and buyers of sex. For example, the Chicago Alliance Against Sexual Exploitation (http://caase.org/prevention) provides a school-based curriculum for adolescent boys that challenges participants to consider and rethink their attitudes toward girls and women in the commercial sex trade, their views of masculinity, and their beliefs about healthy relationships with women. To the author’s knowledge, this program has not had a formal evaluation published in peer-reviewed scientific literature.

Programs targeting community vulnerabilities may focus on public awareness about human trafficking (e.g., billboards), fostering community cohesiveness and building community resources for vulnerable youth and adults (e.g., drop-in centers), or working to decrease commercial sexual activity in the area (e.g., closing down sex venues). Other projects may involve building schools to improve educational opportunities and providing vocational training for adults in the community. Large projects like these may require substantial grant funding and solid multi-agency collaboration, including public–private partnerships.

At the societal level, national laws, as well as international conventions and treaties, help to guide policy regarding human trafficking and forced labor. Periodic reports on the current state of
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antitrafficking efforts serve to highlight issues. The U.S. State Department publishes an annual Trafficking in Persons Report, rating nations on their work regarding human trafficking prevention, protection, and prosecution; 187 countries are included in the 2019 report. Each country is assigned to one of four tiers according to the degree to which it addresses the Trafficking Victims Protection Act’s minimum standards. This annual rating of country response to human trafficking increases public awareness of the problem and exerts pressure on governments to take action. Other prevention strategies may attempt to change prevailing cultural norms that condone human trafficking, including the sexual objectification of girls and women, male gender roles emphasizing dominance and sexual prowess, homophobia, and xenophobia.

Descriptions of prevention programs targeting forced labor exploitation have not been prominent in peer-reviewed literature published in English. Potential prevention strategies include educating communities in areas experiencing poverty, mass unemployment, and migration regarding the nature and risks associated with labor and sexual exploitation. However, results of a study of migrant trafficked and nontrafficked workers in three countries demonstrated the difficulties inherent in protecting migrant workers from exploitation. The conditions under which people make the decision to migrate to a given country or accept a specific job may be very restricted with little but anecdotal information available about future work conditions. Their dire situation, limited education, and lack of experience with
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formal employment procedures may lead workers to accept job opportunities without a written contract, hand over identification documents to employers for work registration, and agree to demands by employment brokers to pay large recruitment fees that require loans and heavy debt.\textsuperscript{46} Though all of these conditions place migrants at increased risk of exploitation, prevention strategies advising workers to demand clear contracts written in their own language, refuse to turn over identification documents, and avoid large, poorly defined loans may be unrealistic. Further, as pointed out by the authors, outreach programs aiming to educate would-be migrants about the risks of trafficking and exploitation may have limited impact if workers preferentially believe positive stories provided by their peers and discount negative experiences of other workers as rare events that are unlikely to impact themselves. Similarly, extreme poverty and limited employment options may force migration from home so that prevention strategies aimed at preventing migration would have limited impact unless they specifically address these “push factors.”

Much more research is needed to identify strategies that are likely to maximize worker safety during and after migration and minimize the risk of exploitation.

Legislation implemented by state and national governments and policies implemented by corporations and small businesses have the potential to prevent and identify exploitative work conditions and foster safe recruitment practices. Public awareness of supply chains and exploitative practices may also drive improvement in worker conditions by negatively impacting profit margins in companies engaging in or condoning labor exploitation.

\textit{D. Scale-Up Programs and Ensure Dissemination}

Critical to the public health approach is the expansion of programs proven to be effective in prevention, with dissemination of information to those at risk. Public–private partnerships with academic institutions are helpful in this regard, with program expansion strategies and

\textsuperscript{46}. \textit{Id.} at 145–47.
rigorous scientific evaluation designed and guided by experts in public health. Much may be learned by examining efforts to implement programs for other health conditions involving vulnerable populations, including HIV counseling and testing programs, and programs on sexual risk reduction among adolescents.47

III. How Can Legal Professionals Contribute to Prevention?

Depending on the type of law being practiced and the expertise of the practitioner, legal professionals may play an important role in addressing sex and labor trafficking.

A. Work with Immigrant Populations

Legal professionals may screen immigrants for exploitation and trafficking and may help victims obtain federal assistance through T-visa and U-visa programs. Even if trafficking is not definitively identified during interviews, exploration of a person’s background and the factors driving immigration may allow the practitioner to identify critical vulnerabilities and refer that person for services that may prevent future exploitation.

B. Screen High-Risk Clients for Human Trafficking

Attorneys working with any clients having multiple risk factors for exploitation should screen for sex and labor trafficking. Those working on cases involving prostitution, juvenile delinquency, sexual assault, sexual abuse, torture, and disposition of children in foster care may well encounter trafficked persons, although victims may not perceive themselves as being exploited. Open-ended questions about living and working conditions may lead to suspicion or confirmation of human trafficking. In addition, attorneys can educate their clients about

human trafficking risk factors, common recruitment techniques, and available community resources, which may prevent future exploitation.

C. Refer High-Risk Clients to Community Service Organizations that Address Vulnerabilities

Legal professionals need to be aware of national, state, and local resources for their clients. Addressing basic vulnerabilities may prevent exploitation. Practitioners can refer high-risk clients to homeless shelters, refugee organizations, substance abuse rehabilitation centers, mental health clinics, LGBTQ+ support programs, and to the National Human Trafficking Resource Center hotline. This hotline operates twenty-four hours each day, with staff answering questions and providing information and victim service resources to trafficked persons, professionals working with trafficked persons, and the public. Hotline operators are able to identify service organizations in most areas of the country and answer questions about reporting. They also log tips from callers who want to report suspected trafficking.

D. Educate and Advise Business Clients

Legal professionals working with business owners can educate their clients about labor trafficking and advise them of the need for vigilance in monitoring their supply chains for evidence of labor exploitation. Guidelines for businesses exist and provide details on how to prevent trafficking and exploitation. According to World Vision, for a corporation to undertake human rights due diligence, it needs to do the following:

1. produce a statement of policy outlining its commitment to human rights;

2. periodically assess the actual and potential human rights impact of its activities and relationships;
3. incorporate the policy commitments and impact assessments into its internal control and oversight procedures;
4. report on its performance; and
5. provide appropriate grievance mechanisms.49

World Vision recommends that corporations demonstrate a strong commitment to human rights and prevention of labor exploitation through development and implementation of comprehensive policies; assessment of possible abusive labor practices before and after engaging a supplier; monitoring of supplier compliance with policies and practices supporting human rights; empowering workers to report labor abuses; and requiring a response to identified labor exploitation that protects and supports victims and prevents recurrence.50

E. Educate Others About Human Trafficking and Call Attention to Dangerous Cultural Attitudes

Legal professionals can educate colleagues, staff, and the public about labor and sex trafficking. They can be aware of and point out cultural attitudes and practices that indirectly support exploitation. They can be drivers of cultural change.

F. Advocate for Legislative Change

Legal professionals are in a good position to advocate for policies and laws to fund human trafficking prevention initiatives, increase services to trafficked persons, and improve strategies for the investigation and prosecution of traffickers. They can educate and train legal professionals in their own and other countries, assist in writing
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legislation, and help to build an effective response to trafficking locally, nationally, and abroad.

G. Learn More

There are many resources available for legal professionals to learn more about human trafficking, including information from the American Bar Association (ABA) and other national and international organizations:

1. Immigration and Human Trafficking Committee of the ABA

2. Coalition to Abolish Slavery and Trafficking (CAST)

3. ABA Voices for Victims Toolkit

4. Other resources by the ABA

5. National Human Trafficking Resource Center

6. International Labour Organization

7. HEAL Trafficking

CONCLUSION

Sex and labor trafficking of adults and children are global public health issues that demand a public health approach to eradication.
Rigorous scientific research is needed to create an evidence base that drives multi-sector collaborative prevention efforts addressing trafficking at all levels of the socioecological model. Programs need to be evaluated carefully and modified accordingly, then scaled up to disseminate critical information to the large body of people at risk of exploitation. Legal professionals have an important role to play in combatting human trafficking by educating themselves, their colleagues and clients, and the public, as well as advocating for legislative and policy changes to prevent trafficking and protect exploited persons. Working with clients at a high risk of exploitation and with businesses at risk for enabling or directly supporting labor trafficking, the legal practitioner can directly and indirectly change the lives of vulnerable persons in their own communities and throughout the world.